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ABSTRACT
Tumor hypoxia is a spatially and temporally heterogeneous phenomenon, which results from several tumor and host tissue-specific processes.
To study the dynamics and spatial heterogeneity of hypoxia-inducible
factor-1 (HIF-1)-specific transcriptional activity in tumors, we used repetitive noninvasive positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of
hypoxia-induced HIF-1 transcriptional activity in tumors in living mice.
This approach uses a novel retroviral vector bearing a HIF-1–inducible
“sensor” reporter gene (HSV1-tk/GFP fusion) and a constitutively expressed “beacon” reporter gene (DsRed2/XPRT). C6 glioma cells transduced with this multireporter system revealed dose-dependent patterns in
temporal dynamics of HIF-1 transcriptional activity induced by either
CoCl2 or decreased atmospheric oxygen concentration. Multicellular
spheroids of C6 reporter cells developed a hypoxic core when >350 m in
diameter. 18F-2ⴕ-fluoro-2ⴕdeoxy-1␤-D-arabionofuranosyl-5-ethyl-uracil
(FEAU) PET revealed spatial heterogeneity of HIF-1 transcriptional activity in reporter xenografts in mice as a function of size or ischemiareperfusion injury. With increasing tumor diameter (>3 mm), a marked
increase in HIF-1 transcriptional activity was observed in the core regions
of tumors. Even a moderate ischemia-reperfusion injury in small C6
tumors caused a rapid induction of HIF-1 transcriptional activity, which
persisted for a long time because of the inability of C6 tumors to rapidly
compensate acute changes in tumor microcirculation.

INTRODUCTION
Hypoxia is one of the key factors influencing tumor progression
and resistance to therapy by inducing various metabolic, moleculargenetic, and pathophysiologic adaptive processes, including neoangiogenesis. Tumors become hypoxic because rapidly proliferating
tumor cells outgrow their blood supply. The newly developing neoangiogenic blood vessels are aberrant and unable to sustain adequate
blood flow, which contributes to regional tissue hypoxia and the
development of pathophysiologic circulus viciousus. Tumor hypoxia
is spatially and temporally heterogeneous phenomenon that results
from a combination of factors, including tumor site, regional microvessel density, blood flow, oxygenation level, tumor type, proliferative activity, metabolism, and aberrations of hypoxia-sensitive or
hypoxia-responsive signaling pathways in tumor cells. A convergence
for these factors is the hypoxia-signaling pathway and involves
hypoxia-inducible transcription factor-1 (HIF-1). HIF-1 is a heterodimeric protein composed of two subunits: a constitutively expressed HIF-1␤ and the ␣-subunit (1). During normoxia, HIF-1␣ is
rapidly degraded by ubiquitination, whereas exposure to hypoxic
conditions prevents its degradation (2). The enzymatic hydroxylation
of proline-564 and -603 of HIF-1␣ controls the turnover of the protein

by tagging it for interaction with the von Hippel-Lindau protein (3).
Under hypoxic conditions, HIF-1␣ level is increased and it forms a
complex with HIF-1␤ and the CBP/p300 coactivator (4) and translocates into the nucleus, where it binds to the core DNA sequence
5⬘-RCGTG-3⬘ (5). Many oncogenic signaling pathways overlap with
the HIF-1 signaling pathway (6, 7) and cause up-regulation of many
HIF-1–inducible genes [e.g., vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), erythropoietin, and glucose transporters] and several glycolytic enzymes even under normoxic conditions (8).
The lack of technologies for quantitative noninvasive imaging of
the dynamics and spatial heterogeneity of HIF-1–specific transcriptional activity in experimental tumor models in vivo is a significant
impediment for conducting such studies. To address this problem, we
have developed an approach that allows for repetitive noninvasive
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of hypoxia-induced
HIF-1 transcriptional activity in tumor xenografts in living mice. It is
based on technology for noninvasive imaging of a reporter gene
expression with PET (9). We previously used a similar approach to
noninvasively image transcriptional regulation of endogenous gene
expression by p53 (10) and nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT;
ref. 11). Other investigators also have used this HSV1-tk– based PET
imaging approach for noninvasive monitoring of transcriptional regulation of endogenous genes via prostate-specific antigen (12) and
human elongation factor-1␣ (13) promoters, for visualization of p53
and large T-antigen protein-protein interactions in tumor xenografts in
vivo (14), and for imaging the regulation of albumin expression in
transgenic mice (15).
For the current studies, we developed a novel retroviral vector
bearing a dual reporter gene cassette for stable transduction of tumor
cells with an HIF-1–inducible “sensor” and a constitutively expressed
“beacon” reporter gene. In C6 rat glioma cells, we quantitatively
characterized the dose-dependent differences in temporal dynamics of
HIF-1 transcriptional activity using chemically induced hypoxia (with
CoCl2) and decreased atmospheric oxygen. We showed that HIF-1–
mediated activation of TKGFP reporter gene expression in hypoxic
tumor tissue can be noninvasively and repeatedly visualized in living
mice using PET imaging with [18F]2⬘-fluoro-2⬘deoxy-1␤-D-arabionofuranosyl-5-ethyl-uracil (FEAU).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of cis-HRE/tkGFP Vectors. The retroviral vector dxNFATTKGFP-Neo (11) with deletion of the viral enhancer in 3⬘-LTR was used as the
backbone. First, the neomycin resistance gene was replaced with a hybrid
reporter fusion Red2XPRT (16) to be constitutively expressed from cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter. The NFAT enhancer then was replaced with the
cDNA fragment bearing eight repeats of the hypoxia-responsible element
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Fig. 1. Characterization of hypoxia-sensitive specific reporter system in vitro. Structural schema of the dxHRE/TKGFP-CMV/Red2XPRT retroviral vector-encoding plasmid (A).
Fluorescence microscopy of #4C6 reporter cells under baseline conditions (B) and following exposure to 200 mol/L CoCl2 for 24 hours (C). Two-color FACS analyses of #4C6 cells
exposed to different concentrations of CoCl2 in the medium or low atmospheric oxygen for 24 hours; the constitutive dsRFP2/XPRT fluorescence is shown on the ordinate, and inducible
HRE-TKGFP fluorescence is shown on the abscissa (D). The rate of [14C]FIAU accumulation (a measure of TKGFP expression) in #4C6 reporter cells following a 24-hour exposure
to different concentrations of atmospheric oxygen (E) or CoCl2 (F). In vitro growth profiles of #4C6 cells in culture medium with different CoCl2 concentrations (G).

tumor cells with the virus-containing medium for 12 hours in presence of Plymouth, MN). Hypoxic conditions (2%, 5%, or 10% of O2) were achieved
by precisely calibrated cycles of gassing of the incubator chambers with N2 and
Polybrene (8 g/mL; Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
Cell Cultures and Hypoxia Induction. The C6-dxHRE-TKGFP- 5% CO2.
Selection of Transduced Tumor Cell Clones. The C6-dxHRE-TKGFPcmvRed2XPRT cells were plated in 16.5-cm dishes (NUNC, Roskilde, Denmark) and maintained under normoxic (5% CO2, 20% O2, and 75% N2) or cmvRed2XPRT cell population was selected using fluorescence-activated cell
hypoxic conditions in humidified atmosphere at 37°C (NU-4950; NuAire Inc., sorter (FACS; BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA) based on constitutive expression
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of RedX2PRT and no expression of TKGFP reporter proteins. The selected uracil (FMAU). Freshly prepared 2,4-bis-O-(trimethylsilyl)-5-ethyluracil for
RedX2PRT⫹, TKGFP⫺ cells were treated with 200 M of CoCl2 for 24 hours condensation with the radiosynthetic intermediate 2⬘-deoxy-2⬘-[18F]fluoro-3,5to induce TKEGFP expression. The cell population expressing Red2XPRT⫹ di-O-benzoyl-␣-D-arabinofuranosyl bromide was used to produce [18F]FEAU.
and TKGFP⫹ at high levels was selected using FACS. The selected Mice were administered [18F]FEAU (i.v. 100 Ci/animal). Body PET was
Red2XPRT⫹, TKGFP⫹ population of cells was “rested” in regular medium for performed using a microPET R4 (Concorde Microsystems, Knoxville, TN).
2 or 3 days, and the Red2XPRT⫹ but TKGFP⫺ (negative) population again Images were acquired for 10 minutes under inhalation anesthesia (isoflurane
was reselected. This cycle of negative selection–induction–positive selection– 2%). The level of radioactivity in tumors (% dose/g) was estimated from
rest–negative selection was repeated three times to obtain a highly sensitive images as described previously by our group (9 –11).
Fluorescence Imaging In situ. After the last PET imaging session, the
and maximally inducible cell population with minimal background activity of
animals were sacrificed, and whole s.c. #4C6 reporter cell xenografts were
the reporter system.
To warrant the stability of performance of the reporter cells, single cell- excised and frozen in the OCT embedding matrix (Shandon Lipshaw, Inc,
derived clones were obtained from selected reporter cell population. The clone Pittsburgh, PA). Frozen tissue sections (20 m) were obtained with the OTF
#4C6-dxHRE-TKGFP-cmvRed2XPRT with the highest level of TKGFP ex- cryomicrotome (Bright-Hacker, Fairfield, NJ), fixed in ice-cold methanol for
pression was selected for further studies, and later throughout this report, the 10 minutes, and washed with PBS. Methanol fixation preserves green fluores#4C6-dxHRE-TKGFP-cmvRed2XPRT cells will be referred as “#4C6 reporter cent protein (GFP) fluorescence while significantly reducing the background
tissue fluorescence. Normoxic (red) and hypoxic (red ⫹ green) tumor cells and
cells.”
Radiotracer Assay for TKGFP Expression In vitro. In vitro radiotracer were visualized with the Eclipse TS100 digital fluorescence microscope sysaccumulation studies with [14C] 2⬘-fluoro-2⬘deoxy-1␤-D-arabionofuranosyl-5- tem (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).
iodo-uracil (FIAU) were performed as described previously (9, 19). These
radiotracer uptake studies were performed in the #4C6 reporter cells with
CoCl2 or under different levels of oxygen.
RESULTS
Assessment of VEGF Concentration in Cell Culture Medium. The
5
Characterization of Hypoxia Sensitive HIF-1–Specific Reporter
#4C6 reporter cells were seeded at 1.5 ⫻ 10 cells/dish in DMEM. Cells were
cultured with or without the CoCl2 in the culture medium; conditioned media
System In vitro. Single cell-derived #4C6 reporter cells were selected
samples were collected at different time points, centrifuged, and assayed by using FACS based on constitutive expression of Red2XPRT and low
ELISA using the Quantikine VEGF immunoassay kit (R&D Systems, Minne- background levels of HRE-regulated TKGFP expression. Fluoresapolis, MN), which recognizes rat and murine VEGF164 and VEGF120 cence microscopic examination of #4C6 reporter cells showed an
isoforms. The measured concentrations of VEGF in conditioned cell culture
adequate level of Red2XPRT and almost negligible levels of TKGFP
medium were normalized by the total amount of protein measured in tumor
expression under normoxia (Fig. 1B). To assess the responsiveness of
cells in corresponding cultures (pg VEGF/mg protein in cells).
the HIF-1–sensitive part of the reporter system, hypoxic conditions
Assessment of HIF-1 Transcriptional Activity in Cells. The level of
HIF-1 transcriptional activity was assessed under normoxia, hypoxia, or after were initially modeled by exposing #4C6 cells to culture medium with
CoCl2 treatment. The levels of transcriptionally active HIF-1␣ complexes were 200 mol/L CoCl2 for 24 hours. Such conditions induced the expresmeasured using the ELISA-based kit from the nuclear extracts of #4C6 sion of TKGFP reporter protein in cell nuclei, whereas the cytoplasm
of cells continued to show red fluorescence because of constitutive
reporter cells (Active Motif North America, Carlsbad, CA).
Three-Dimensional Spheroid Cultures. Multicellular spheroids were expression of Red2XPRT reporter protein (Fig. 1C). Sixty-fold inducgenerated in 96-well V-bottomed plates (Costar, Cambridge, MA), and tion of TKGFP fluorescence was observed in the cell population after
3 ⫻ 103 #4C6 reporter cells were placed into each well and centrifuged at 2000 treatment with 200 mol/L CoCl as measured by FACS (Fig. 1D).
2
rpm for 5 minutes. After 24 hours of incubation, the individual spheroids were
Additional studies showed that the up-regulation of TKGFP retransferred into 96-well flat-bottomed plates for daily microscopic monitoring
porter expression in #4C6 cells was CoCl2 concentration dependent
of their growth using an LSM 510 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen,
and saturable at concentrations ⬎200 to 300 mol/L CoCl2 (Fig. 1D).
Germany).
Animal Studies. Animal study protocols were approved by the Memorial It is noteworthy that at these high concentrations of CoCl2, a small
Sloan-Kettering Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Two groups of population of cells (⬃5%) with characteristic loss of Red2XPRT
immune-compromised nu/nu mice (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) weighing 20 reporter expression was observed. Up-regulation of TKGPF expresgrams on average were used to develop in vivo models of tumor tissue hypoxia. sion was oxygen dependent (Fig. 1D). Comparable levels of reporter
The first group was used to study tumor hypoxia that develops in tumor tissue expression were observed at 50 mol/L CoCl2 and 2% atmospheric
as the result of tumor outgrowing its blood supply. Three #4C6 reporter cell oxygen.
tumors were implanted on the left side, and three control wild-type C6 tumors
A radiotracer assay also was used to assess the relationship between
were implanted on the right side. Different numbers of corresponding tumor different levels of atmospheric oxygen or CoCl in the medium and
2
cells were injected in each of these sites to generate xenografts of different
TKGFP reporter expression. TKGFP-mediated accumulation of
5
sizes: 5 ⫻ 10 cells were implanted in the shoulder area to produce large
[14C]FIAU for 2 hours was measured in #4C6 cells under normoxic
tumors; 1.5 ⫻ 105 cells were implanted in the middle dorsal-lateral area to
produce medium-sized tumors; and 5 ⫻ 104 cells were implanted in the thigh conditions and after 24-hour exposure to different concentrations of
to produce small tumors. The size was measured in two dimensions using CoCl2 in the medium or oxygen in the atmosphere. A fourfold
increase in the rate of [14C]FIAU accumulation was observed after
calipers, and tumor volume was calculated as V ⫽ length ⫻ width2 ⫻ 0.5.
Another group of animals was used to study the development of acute 24-hour exposure of #4C6 cells to 2% atmosphere oxygen, the lowest
hypoxia as a result of temporary circulatory arrest (ischemia-reperfusion injury concentration tested. This increase in TKGFP enzymatic activity was
model). The #4C6 reporter cells (0.3 ⫻ 106) were injected s.c. into the dorsal linear (r ⫽ 0.99) between 10% and 2% atmospheric oxygen (Fig. 1E).
aspects of both anterior limbs of mice, and small (25 ⫾ 4.0 mm3) s.c. tumors The threshold of hypoxic induction of TKGFP expression in #4C6
had developed 10 days later. At that point, the animals were imaged to
reporter cells was observed at 10% oxygen based on FACS and
determine baseline levels of expression of the TKGFP reporter. To temporary
[14C]FIAU accumulation studies.
block the blood flow to the s.c. tumor, a tourniquet was applied for 1 hour
The net accumulation rate (Ki) of [14C]FIAU increased in a CoCl2
proximally to the tumor on the left anterior limb; the right tumor-bearing limb
was unaffected and served as a control. PET imaging was performed the next concentration-dependent manner, and the increase was linear
(r ⫽ 0.99) up to 200 mol/L CoCl2 (Fig. 1F). A 10-fold increased rate
day after the tourniquet applications.
14
18
18
[ F]FEAU Synthesis and PET Imaging. [ F]FEAU was synthesized of [ C]FIAU accumulation (TKGFP enzymatic activity) was obusing a modified no-carrier added procedure described by Alauddin et al. (20) served at 200 mol/L CoCl2. Above 200 mol/L CoCl2, the rate of
for synthesis of [18F] 2⬘-fluoro-2⬘deoxy-1␤-D-arabionofuranosyl-5-methyl- [14C]FIAU accumulation decreased, which probably reflects to
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Fig. 2. HIF-1␣ transcription complex activity. Measurements of transcriptionally
active HIF-1␣ complexes were performed using an ELISA-based assay in nuclear extracts
of #4C6 cells exposed for various periods to different CoCl2 (in medium) or atmospheric
oxygen concentrations.

CoCl2-induced toxicity. Toxicity was confirmed by a significant inhibition of tumor cell proliferation observed at CoCl2 concentrations
⬎200 mol/L (Fig. 1G).
Transcriptional Activation of HIF-1 under Various Hypoxia
Conditions. Experiments were performed to verify that up-regulation
of TKGFP reporter is the result of increased HIF-1 transcriptional
activity. The CoCl2 concentration-dependent kinetics of HIF-1 transcriptional activation was assessed in #4C6 cells in vitro using an
ELISA-based assay for quantitation of transcriptionally active HIF-1␣
complexes from cell nuclear extracts.
HIF-1 transcriptional activity increased as early as 1 hour after
exposure of #4C6 cells to various (50 to 500 M) CoCl2 concentrations (Fig. 2). A fivefold increase in HIF-1 transcription was achieved
with 100 M CoCl2, and the maximum increase in HIF-1 (⬃10-fold)
occurred after 4-hour treatment with 100 M CoCl2 and at 24 hours
starting from 200 M CoCl2. Similar high levels of HIF-1 transcription were observed after 4- and 24-hour exposure at the 300 and
500 M CoCl2 concentrations. Interestingly, at 50 M CoCl2, the
HIF-1 transcriptional activity was lower at 24 hours than that at 4
hours.
The transcriptional level of HIF-1 also was measured after exposure
of #4C6 cells to reduced oxygen concentrations (Fig. 2). At a hypoxia
level of 2% oxygen, HIF-1 transcription enhanced only threefold after
24-hour exposure and was similar to the 4-hour level of induction by
50 M CoCl2. These levels also correspond with the induction of

TKGFP reporter protein, as measured by FACS analysis and
[14C]FIAU accumulation assays (Fig. 1D and E).
Dose-Dependent Kinetics of TKGFP Production and VEGF
Secretion. To compare dose-dependent responses of the hypoxiasensitive reporter system to the dynamics of endogenous VEGF
secretion, we determined levels of VEGF protein concentration (murine VEGF164 and VEGF120 forms) in the culture medium of reporter cells at various CoCl2 concentrations (0 to 500 M) during 24
hours of incubation. The concentration of VEGF in the cell culture
medium increased over time for each tested concentration of CoCl2
(Fig. 3A). The measured VEGF concentrations were normalized by
the total amount of protein in cells in corresponding cultures (pg
VEGF/mg protein cells) and plotted against time of sampling. The rate
of increase in VEGF concentration over time (slope) was determined
for each CoCl2 concentration using a linear regression analysis and
was used as a measure of an “apparent” rate of VEGF secretion into
the medium (pg VEGF/mg protein cells/h), which is not corrected by
the rate of VEGF degradation. When the measures of an apparent rate
of VEGF secretion were plotted against the corresponding CoCl2
concentrations a linear relationship were observed up to 300 M
CoCl2 (Fig. 3C). The decline in the apparent rate of VEGF secretion
at 500 M CoCl2 probably was because of cell toxicity (Fig. 1F).
A similar CoCl2 concentration-dependent increase was observed in
the percent of TKGFP-expressing #4C6 cells, as estimated by FACS
of cell cultures from which the VEGF samples were obtained and
assayed (Fig. 3B). The percent of TKGFP-expressing cells increased
linearly during the first 13 to 14 hours of CoCl2 treatment, and when
the rate of increase (slope) was plotted against the corresponding
concentration of CoCl2 (Fig. 3B), a linear relationship was observed
between 0 and 300 M CoCl2 (Fig. 3C), which paralleled the relationship observed for VEGF secretion rates.
Size-Dependent Heterogeneity of HIF-1 Transcriptional Activity in Multicellular #4C6 Spheroids. Multicellular spheroids were
grown from #4C6 cells in regular culture medium under normoxic
conditions and imaged with a confocal laser microscope at different
stages of growth (Fig. 4). When #4C6 spheroids were ⬍300 m in
diameter, the cells showed only red fluorescence caused by constitutive expression of Red2XPRT reporter; the hypoxia-inducible TKGFP
green fluorescence was not detectable (Fig. 4A). After #4C6 spheroids
reached ⬃350 to 400 m in diameter, hypoxia-induced TKGFP green
fluorescence was clearly observed inside the core region of spheroids
(Fig. 4B and C). Once hypoxia developed, the thickness of nonhy-

Fig. 3. Dose-dependent kinetics of TKGFP production and VEGF secretion. ELISA-based measurements of VEGF concentration in #4C6 culture medium over time containing
different concentrations of CoCl2 (A). Two-color FACS-aided assessments of TKGFP-fluorescing cells (% of total) in the same cell cultures (B). From the plot A, the linear regression
fits (“apparent” rates of VEGF secretion) were plotted versus corresponding CoCl2 concentrations (C, left ordinate). The slopes of linear portions of data in plot B were calculated to
show different increase rates in number of TKGFP fluorescing cells at various CoCl2 concentrations (C, right ordinate).
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Fig. 4. Development of hypoxia in multicellular
#4C6 spheroids. Sequential confocal microscopic
images of the same #4C6 multicellular spheroid
during different phases of growth; bar, 200 m.
Normoxic spheroid with no HIF-1 transcriptional
activity and only constitutive red-fluorescing cells
(A). Hypoxic TKGFP-fluorescing cells are clearly
detectable within the central region when the spheroid grows to 350 to 400 m in diameter (B). At a
significantly larger size, this central region becomes significantly more hypoxic as evidenced by
the increased number of TKGFP-fluorescing cells
(C).

poxic “shell,” 82 ⫾ 21 m in average, remained unchanged. The
nonhypoxic shell in the larger spheroids also harbored a small number
of hypoxia-induced TKGFP-expressing #4C6 reporter cells, which
sometimes were observed even in the outmost cellular layers (Fig.
4C).
Noninvasive Imaging of HIF-1 Transcriptional Activity in Tumors of Various Sizes. The first group of mice (n ⫽ 6) was used to
study tumor hypoxia that develops in tumor tissue as a function of
tumor size that outgrows its blood supply. This experiment represents
an in vivo extension of the in vitro spheroid study. Different numbers
of wild-type C6 or #4C6 cells were injected s.c. in different areas of
the mouse body (see Materials and Methods). Three weeks after
implantation, these cells developed s.c. xenografts of different size:
157 ⫾ 38 mm3 (in the shoulders), 67 ⫾ 19 mm3 (middle dorsolateral),
and 27.8 ⫾ 7.8 mm3 (in the thighs).
Noninvasive PET imaging showed that [18F]FEAU accumulation in
the largest s.c. #4C6 tumors was heterogeneous and substantially
higher in the central areas (peak levels of 1.44 ⫾ 0.12% dose/g) as
compared with that in the mid-sized tumors (peak levels of
1.02 ⫾ 0.08% dose/g; average, 0.68 ⫾ 0.34% dose/g) and small
tumors (average, 0.12 ⫾ 0.04% dose/g). These differences were
statistically significant (P ⬍ 0.05; Student t test). Control C6 tumors
did not accumulate [18F]FEAU above the body background levels
(0.02 ⫾ 0.01% dose/g; Fig. 5A). The increase in [18F]FEAU accumulation in the central regions of the largest #4C6 tumors reflects the
presence of a hypoxic core.
Fluorescence macroscopic examination of excised tumors, which
had been sectioned in planes similar to the PET images, revealed
similarities in patterns of spatial heterogeneity and magnitude of
HIF-1–mediated transcriptional activity. Namely, the largest #4C6
tumors had developed a hypoxic core, as evidenced by the irregular
pattern of green fluorescence of hypoxia-induced reporter expression
under macroscopic examination and matched the [18F]FEAU PET
image (Fig. 5C and D). GFP-fluorescing hypoxic tumor tissue was
localized within and around the markedly hyperemic ring of tumor
vasculature and around thrombosed larger vessels (Fig. 5B and D).
These spotty-appearing perivascular hypoxic regions also were detectable on the PET images (Fig. 5C and D), albeit as medium-tolower activity areas, reflecting the partial volume effect in the microPET images. In contrast, the periphery of the #4C6 reporter xenograft
was well perfused and normoxic, as evidenced by bright red fluorescence of the constitutively expressed Red2XPRT reporter, the absence

of TKGFP fluorescence, and no PET signal. Fluorescence microscopic examination of these different areas at a cellular resolution
confirmed these observations (Fig. 5E–G).
PET Imaging of HIF-1 Transcriptional Activity Induced by
Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury. In the second group of mice (n ⫽ 6),
two #4C6 tumors were established in both anterior paws and were
allowed to grow up to 3 to 4 mm in diameter on each side (average
volume, 24.1 ⫾ 6.6 mm3). The first microPET imaging study with
[18F]FEAU was performed to visualize the baseline level of TKGFP
reporter expression. The level of [18F]FEAU accumulation was low
(average, 0.08 ⫾ 0.03% dose/g) and similar in both tumor xenografts
growing in the opposite paws (Fig. 6). Next day, acute ischemiareperfusion injury in the left limb bearing a #4C6 xenograft was
induced by 1-hour tourniquet application. The xenograft growing in
the right paw served as a control. Repeat PET imaging performed 24
hours later revealed a substantially higher accumulation of
[18F]FEAU (1.41 ⫾ 0.64% dose/g) in the tourniquet-treated xenografts than in the control xenografts (Fig. 6). This result showed a
rapid induction of HIF-1 transcriptional activity in tumor tissue by an
acute ischemia-reperfusion injury.
DISCUSSION
Currently, there are no PET radiotracers or MRI techniques that
allow for noninvasive assessment of hypoxia-induced moleculargenetic and signaling processes in cells at transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels. Therefore, to study the temporal dynamics and
spatial heterogeneity of hypoxia development and HIF-1–mediated
transcriptional activation of hypoxia-inducible genes, we developed a
novel HIF-1–specific reporter system that allows for noninvasive in
vivo PET imaging in living mice. The Red2XPRT “beacon” gene (16)
facilitates the imaging of transduced cell (tissue) localization, whereas
the TKGFP “sensor” gene (19) allows for imaging of HIF-1 transcriptional activity. Furthermore, both reporter genes encode PET reporter
enzymes (XPRT or HSV1-TK), which metabolically entrap specific
radiolabeled probes (xanthine or FEAU) in transduced cells (16, 19).
These enzymes are fused with fluorescent proteins (DsRed or eGFP)
that allow for fluorescence microscopic visualization of expression of
fusion reporter proteins in transduced cells in vitro and in situ and
facilitate FACS-aided selection of transduced cells.
To achieve a tight HIF-1–specific regulation of TKGFP, we placed
it under the control of eight repeats of an HRE derived from the
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Fig. 5. A. In vivo microPET imaging of HIF-1 transcriptional activity: tumor size dependency. [18F]FEAU PET images of HIF-1 transcriptional activity (TKGFP expression) of a
mouse bearing multiple wild-type C6 (control, blue circles) and #4C6 (reporter, green circles) tumor xenografts of different size (image planes are indicated by dotted lines continuing
into solid arrows). Two sagittal image planes are shown through the #4C6-reporter xenografts (left side of animal ⫹ through wild-type C6 xenografts right side). Differently sized
xenografts in the same animal provide simultaneous visualization of the central regions in each tumor and show a size-dependent magnitude and heterogeneity of hypoxia-induced HIF-1
transcriptional activity. Three axial PET images obtained through each pair C6 (control) and #4C6-reporter xenografts that are similar in size (growing on opposite sides) further show
the heterogeneity of HIF-1–induced TKGFP expression. The dotted white square around the large #4C6 tumor defines the portion of the image used for in vivo-in situ comparison
presented in B–D. Macrophotographic image (B) of the cut surface through the large #4C6 tumor shown in C; the cut surface was in a plane similar to the corresponding sagittal PET
image (A and C); the tumor borders are outlined (white dotted line) based on the corresponding macro fluorescent image of the tumor (D). Fluorescence microscopic examination of
these different areas at cellular resolution (⫻40 magnification) shows the hypervascular hypoxic core region (E), hypoxic-normoxic “border-zone” (F), and a normoxic region (G). One
of the larger tumor vessels (located at the 9 o’clock position, B) was determined as thrombosed based on dissection microscopic examination. The hypoxic region adjacent to this
thrombosed vessel is readily observable on the merged fluorescence image (D) and corresponding area on microPET image (C).

human Epo gene promoter. We decided not to use the full-length or
partial VEGF or Epo gene promoters because they also harbor domains for regulation by other transcriptional activators (21). To facilitate the visualization of transduced cells, the Red2XPRT beacon
reporter gene was placed under control of a constitutive CMV promoter downstream the TKGFP sensor gene. The dual reporter cassette
was introduced into a self-inactivating retroviral vector that had a
deletion in 3⬘-LTR (11).
The C6 rat glioma cell line was used in these studies because it is
originally monoclonal and well characterized for hypoxia responsiveness, expresses high levels of inducible VEGF, and forms multicellular spheroids and solid tumors s.c. or intracerebrally in rats and nude
mice (22–24). The functional characteristics of the resulting #4C6 cell
line were assessed in vitro before proceeding with the in vivo imaging
studies. We assessed the dynamic range and linearity of response of
CoCl2-induced inhibition of prolyl hydoxylase and the resulting activation of HIF-1 transcription by FACS-based measurements of
TKGFP protein expression and by in vitro [14C]FIAU radiotracer
accumulation assay. A concentration-dependent linear response was

observed between 0 and 200 CoCl2; concentrations ⬎200 to 300
mol/L induced significant cell toxicity and decreased cell population
growth rate in agreement with previous reports (25).
Reduced atmospheric oxygen levels also induced an inverse
concentration-dependent activation of HIF-1 transcription and upregulation of TKGPF expression in #4C6 cells. The threshold level of
TKGFP sensor gene induction was ⬃10% atmospheric oxygen; below
this oxygen level TKGFP expression and enzymatic activity increased
linearly. The comparison of CoCl2 and low atmospheric oxygeninduced hypoxia models showed that chemically induced hypoxia was
more effective in up-regulating HIF-1 transcriptional activity. The
level of TKGFP expression induced by CoCl2 was approximately
twofold higher than that induced by 2% oxygen. This observation was
further confirmed by measuring the levels of transcriptionally active
HIF-1␣ complexes in #4C6 cells exposed for 24 hours to different
CoCl2 or atmospheric oxygen concentrations. Such difference in the
magnitude of HIF-1 transcriptional inducibility by two hypoxia models could be explained, at least in part, by multiple compensatory
adaptations in tumor cells in response to decreased intracellular pO2
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Fig. 6. In vivo microPET imaging of ischemia-reperfusion injury-induced HIF-1
transcriptional activity. Axial PET images of HIF-1–mediated TKGFP expression in s.c.
#4C6 xenografts growing in both anterior limbs (green circles) of the same mouse before
and after tourniquet application (dotted knot) to the left anterior limb proximally to tumor
(white arrow). The s.c. #4C6 tumor xenograft growing in the right limb was not affected
and served as a control.

and which may not occur or be more easily saturable with CoCl2
(especially at higher CoCl2 concentrations). This explanation is supported by results of our studies on temporal dynamics of CoCl2induced HIF-1␣ transcriptional complex formation. Increased concentrations of HIF-1␣ transcriptional complexes were detected as early as
at 1 hour after chemically induced hypoxia. Then, at 4 hours after
hypoxia induction, a surge in HIF-1 levels was observed, followed by
a significant reduction of HIF-1 level by 24 hours of exposure to
CoCl2. Such pattern of temporal dynamics of HIF-1 transcriptional
activity was observed at concentrations of CoCl2 ⬍200 M. These
results are consistent with reports of other investigators, who related
Western blot analysis in the primary prostatic stromal cells showed
the up-regulation (⬃10 fold) of HIF-1 at 4 hours with 100 M and at
24 hours of treatment with 200 M COCL2 (26).
The next series of in vitro studies indicated that the rate of increase
in numbers of TKGFP-expressing cells and the rate of VEGF secretion into the media by the same cell populations are similar. However,
the magnitude of gene up-regulation was 10-fold higher for 8⫻HRETKGFP reporter as compared with endogenous VEGF. There are no
other enhancer or repressor elements in our HIF-1␣–specific reporter
system besides 8⫻HRE, which could either positively or negatively
affect TKGFP reporter expression under the baseline or hypoxiainduced conditions. In contrast, the baseline level of VEGF expression
in C6 cells was relatively high even under normoxia and only moderately increased under hypoxic conditions.
Further, we used C6 reporter cells to study the temporal and
size-dependent dynamics and spatial heterogeneity of hypoxiainduced HIF-1–mediated transcriptional activity in multicellular spheroids. We showed the emergence of hypoxic cells within the core of

spheroids when they grew ⬎400 m in diameter. In significantly
larger spheroids (1 to 2 mm in diameter), a nonhypoxic shell surrounded a frankly hypoxic core. Other studies had shown that the
threshold size at which the majority of multicellular spheroids grown
from a variety of tumor cells develop a hypoxic core is ⬃400 to 500
m (27). The thickness of the nonhypoxic spheroid shell estimated in
the current study (⬃90 m) is within the known 100-m diffusion
limit for oxygen and was comparable with that reported by other
investigators (28).
A more detailed observation revealed the presence of occasional
TKGFP-expressing cells in the peripheral cellular layers of large spheroids. One of many possible explanations of this phenomenon is that
these peripherally located TKGFP-expressing cells may have originated
in the hypoxic core but migrated into the nonhypoxic shell toward higher
concentrations of oxygen and nutrients. Previous studies showed that
when large C6 spheroids were embedded into collagen type I gel matrix,
their central hypoxic cores released cells that had low proliferation but
invaded the surrounding matrix at faster rates than the cells detached from
the surface of small C6 spheroids (29).
MicroPET imaging revealed size-dependent differences in the magnitude and heterogeneity of HIF-1 transcriptional activity in #4C6
tumor xenografts. Small tumors (⬍30 mm3) did not have a wellformed hypoxic core, as evidenced by low levels of [18F]FEAU
accumulation. This was not caused by partial volume effect in PET
images because the fluorescence microscopy of the excised small
#4C6 tumors showed only occasional TKGFP-expressing hypoxic
cells and confirmed the absence of a well-formed hypoxic core. This
observation contradicts the postulate that tumors initiate as avascular
cell aggregates, then grow to sizes of ⬃1 to 3 mm3 and remain
dormant until becoming hypoxic, at which point they start producing
proangiogenic factors and induce neoangiogenesis for additional tumor growth (30, 31).
Our results support the hypothesis that some microtumors developing in well-vascularized tissue can co-opt pre-existing host blood
vessels, do not become hypoxic, and do not induce angiogenesis until
reaching a much larger size. C6 gliomas and many other tumors
constitutively secrete VEGF even under normoxia (32, 33). Therefore,
it is conceivable that the constitutive expression rather than hypoxiainduced HIF-1–mediated up-regulation of VEGF triggers the induction neoangiogenesis during the early phases of tumor development.
Such a mechanism of vascular recruitment previously was shown
specifically in C6 gliomas (32), and a marked down-regulation of
VEGF expression in C6 cells was achieved by constitutive expression
of antisense VEGF that resulted in poorly vascularized and largely
necrotic tumors (33).
In the current study, a significant spatial heterogeneity of HIF-1
transcriptional activity was imaged noninvasively with PET and confirmed by the comparative in situ microscopic analyses. Typically,
large #4C6 tumors had a centrally located hypoxic core of an irregular
shape surrounded by several asymmetrically located “satellite” hypoxic lesions. Not only the extent but also the magnitude of HIF-1
activation was several-fold higher in the hypoxic cores of large tumors
as compared with that in medium-sized tumors. These hypoxic core
regions manifested as areas of significantly higher levels of
[18F]FEAU accumulation and areas of higher TKGFP fluorescence
intensity. The green-fluorescing (TKGFP-expressing) hypoxic tumor
tissue was localized within and around the hyperemic ring of tumor
vasculature (with markedly enlarged pathologic vessels) and around
the thrombosed vessels. The hyperemic ring of tumor blood vessels
detected within the peripheral zone of high HIF-1 transcriptional
activity (TKGFP fluorescence) is consistent with the effects of VEGF
that is overexpressed in this hypoxic tumor tissue. As shown by us and
others (34, 35), the constitutive overexpression of VEGF in tumor
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tissue also causes hyperemia and the development of hemangioblastoma-like pathologically large blood vessels that are prone to thrombosis because of a sluggish blood flow that further contributes to
hypoxia. Our observations are consistent with a recently reported
study (32), which showed that the neovasculature of C6 tumors starts
to undergo continuous microvascular remodeling when tumor size
reaches several millimeters. This remodeling process involves not
only the angiogenic sprouting but also was a spontaneous shutdown
and consecutive regression of initially functional tumor vessel segments or even entire microvascular areas, which is analogous to
ischemia-reperfusion injury.
To assess the role of HIF-1 signaling in ischemia-reperfusion injury in
tumors and to image it, we developed tumor xenografts in both anterior
paws in mice. The baseline PET imaging study showed the absence of
hypoxia in the small-sized tumors. Thereafter, a moderate ischemiareperfusion injury was induced in one of the tumors, and the PET
imaging study was repeated. A significant up-regulation of HIF-1 transcription in the affected tumor as compared with the control tumor was
observed consistent with a rapid induction of HIF-1 activity at 24 hours
after reperfusion. These results are more dramatic than those observed
using neonatal rat brain ischemia-reperfusion injury model, in which the
levels of HIF-1 and VEGF peaked at 8 hours but declined significantly by
24 hours after injury, as showed by double-immunohistochemical staining of brain tissue sections (36). Therefore, our observations suggest that
in contrast to normal tissue, C6 tumors are unable to rapidly compensate
acute changes in tumor microcirculation.
In conclusion, repetitive PET imaging of HIF-1–specific reporter
gene expression revealed that the constitutive oncogenic signaling
rather than hypoxia-induced HIF-1 transcriptional activity plays a
leading role in the induction of neoangiogenesis during the early
phases of C6 tumor development. With the increase in C6 tumor size,
a decompensation of blood flow and oxygen supply by the existing
tumor vessels triggers a marked increase in HIF-1 transcriptional
activity in the core regions of C6 tumors, which further promotes
tumor neoangiogenesis. PET imaging also has shown that even a
moderate ischemia-reperfusion injury in C6 tumors causes a rapid
induction of HIF-1 transcriptional activity, which persists for a longer
time than in normal tissues because of the inability of C6 tumors to
rapidly compensate changes in tumor microcirculation. This PET
imaging approach could be useful for repetitive noninvasive assessment of tumor hypoxia during preclinical development of novel
radiation therapies and radiation sensitizers, antiangiogenic drugs, and
different hypoxia-specific small molecular imaging agents.
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